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Bob the Angry Flower is a webcomic that tells the exploits of an easily angered anthropomorphic
flower named Bob and his interactions with the world, often in search. ASCII character codes
list/chart. Computer codes of text symbols. Used in ASCII art and sometimes, in programming.
Welcome to Donger List - A Donger is a set of unicode characters assembled to form a text
emoticon. Sometimes also refered to as emojicons, emoticons, kaomoji.
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Miscellaneous Symbols is a Unicode block (U+2600–U+26FF) containing glyphs representing
concepts from a variety of categories: astrological, astronomical, chess. Welcome to Donger List A Donger is a set of unicode characters assembled to form a text emoticon. Sometimes also
refered to as emojicons, emoticons, kaomoji.
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Flower Girl . Flower girl is probably one of the cutest kaomoji out there. Add some extra sparkles
to make her even cuter! Smiling Flower Girl Emoticons
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How to Text a Flower Using Symbols. Not all phones are capable of inserting smileys on text
messages, so that's why people use symbols creatively instead. ASCII ART GALLERY Flowers
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Other features include 24 hour business center with free Internet printfaxcopy capabilities free
laundry. Com The smARTnails range is a collection of templates in the form of stencils that. Pics
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Text-based emoticons for Rose.. Description: The "at" symbol (@) represents the rose and the
the rest of the emoticon is a long stem with small leaves. To send a dozen roses, type this: 12 x
@}--,--'--. A: Level up your Paladin to the desired twink level. Most twinks are either level 19, 29
or 39.
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